


OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, RAIN OR SHINE, FROM 9AM
TO LATE. FIND US AT @GOALISBOA AND KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH OUR CONSTANTLY EVOLVING
ENTERTAINMENT AND PROGRAM UPDATES.

YOUR HOME, YOUR PLAYGROUND. 

We invite you to step into our rooftop oasis in the
heart of Lisbon. Here is where we create joy and
magic with every moment. You’re always welcome
to our playground however you choose to find us: a
spontaneous visit, an unexpected encounter, a
familiar destination. We’re your home away from
home and we have something for every appetite,
day or night: coffee or cocktail, meat or veggie,
morning riser or night owl. Start your day with a
yoga stretch, deep breath and a fresh juice. Grab an
after-work drink at our cuddle puddle island with
your favourite crew. Get inspired and exchange
ideas with a new friend at a workshop in topics
ranging from nutrition to mental health, sex
education, to Portuguese wines, from backgammon
sessions to breathwork, book clubs, Mezcal tastings,
poetry, music and the occasional dance under the
moonlight. Ease into the weekend with a pre-surf
smoothie or listen to a concert at the end of a lazy
Sunday. Come for a quick beat or stay for a long
while: we’ll welcome you here just the same. Go A
Lisboa is the playground that you make out of it. 

Go A Lisboa: Vamos! & welcome

Our story: Put it simply, we’ve created Go A for the
love of Lisboa. We’re a group of curious explorers
who fell in love with Lisbon in the same ways many
of us have: its friendly citizens, rich history,
incredible food and wine, colourful music, breezy
coastline, and the “village in a city” feeling that no
matter where you go, you’ll find cross paths with
your neighbours and friends. Over the years we’ve
made our roots and found ourselves among a playful
and vibrant community, whose spirit, talent, and
love we want to share with the city. Whether you
were born and raised around the corner or you’ve
just hopped off the plane to visit Lisbon for the first
time, we’re delighted to share our love and our
community with you. Our one promise to you is that
you can make yourself at home: just at the right
place and right on time. Are you ready? Vamos! 

The location: We’re Lisbon’s largest rooftop atop a
historic Portuguese-Goan trading post in Alcantara
and with sweeping views of the Rio Tejo and the
25th of April bridge. Our location has iconic city
views, is on the border to Lapa and Tapada das
Necessidades, is footsteps from the riverside
boardwalk and has easy access to the bridge to take
you to Caparica for the surf-lover’s beaches.
Lisboans and visitors alike are here to experience a
piece of local magic and culture alongside Go A’s
team of creative, quirky, and loving mix of humans
that all call Lisbon their home. 
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WE OFFER:

Daily movement & yoga classes. Weekly workshops and talks. Weekly concerts
and DJ sets. All day, every day good vibes. And serving you some of the best
Portuguese fare by Inga Martin: big brunches until 4pm, healthy and fresh
lunches, and international Portuguese and Goan cuisine for lunch and dinner.

Baraza

Go A Lisboa is here for the early risers and the
movement mavens: we’re delighted to play with our
friends at Baraza yoga, who will be offering us
vinyasa yoga classes at 9am on Fridays, Saturdays,
and Sundays. Bring your friend, your neighbour, or
come along solo (furry friends stay at home, please).
Our home is your home; you’re always welcome! 

Susana Vie Yoga

We want to keep you fit, with some of the best
fitness instructors in Lisbon. Go A Lisboa is excited
to have yoga & functional movement expert, cycling
coach, and personal trainer Susana Vie join us twice
a week. Susana’s signature W Yoga class is designed
for an open-air practice, connecting to the elements
for total mind and body alignment. Classes are every
Wednesday and Thursday morning from 9-10am.
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Restaurant
 

Go A Lisboa has teamed up with chef Inga Martin to
care for every appetite: we’re serving a big and juicy
brunch from 9am-4pm (that’s right!) for the early
risers and the night owls to munch on the classics
(eggs benedict, pancakes, the whole works) and our
Go A creations inspired by Inga’s culinary
background and passion for storytelling through
food. Our lunch and dinner menu is inspired by the
legacy of Goan cuisine fused with modern
Portuguese & International flavours, and for all
dietary preferences: meat, fish, veggie, and vegan. 

Bar
 
Our cocktails were designed by Lucas El Jaques &
Bruno Brito with focus on a zero-waste concept,
bringing a sustainability mindset to our rooftop.
Lucas and Bruno craft their cocktails with playful
technique and a curiosity for unique flavours. Expect
some savory bombs and atypical concoctions made
from local, Goan, and international ingredients to
excite even the most sophistcated of palettes. Come
and try our refreshing, mouth-watering Mojito twist,
which uses seasonal ingredients such as our
delicious take on watermelon, exquisitely made with
our chefs' spice mixes and perfected into a summer
popsicle. Stop by regularly to taste our new
creations, crafted bi-weekly to accompany our all-
time classics.
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The Location
 

We’re Lisbon’s largest rooftop atop a historic
Portuguese-Goan building in Alcantara and with
sweeping views of the Rio Tejo and the 25th of April
bridge. Our location has iconic city views, is on the
border to Lapa and Tapada das Necessidades, is
footsteps from the riverside boardwalk and has easy
access to the bridge to take you to Caparica for the
surf-lover’s beaches. Lisboans and visitors alike are
here to experience a piece of local magic and
culture alongside Go A’s team of creative, quirky,
and loving mix of humans that all call Lisbon their
home.

 
Calçada Livramento 17, 1350-188 Lisboa

info@goalisboa.com
https://www.instagram.com/goalisboa/

+351911035979
 
 
 


